Partner

Lithe is a Kofax Platinum partner and Solution Partner of
the Year.

Lithe sells, delivers and supports implementations of the
following Kofax products:

As one of the most experienced Kofax partners operating
in market today, Lithe helps make the difference to your
project success. We provide experience and expertise in
designing, building, implementing, and supporting Kofax
solutions and we bring experience of multiple Kofax
products and project types.
Our full range of consulting, implementation and support
services is available remotely via Lithe’s agile working model.
We also provide pre-built solutions designed to complement
Kofax products and deliver results faster.

Kofax Intelligent Automation
Kofax software enables organizations to Work Like
Tomorrow

Lithe Expertise

TM

– today. The Kofax Intelligent Automation

software platform helps organizations transform

Kofax RPA
Delegate time-consuming manual tasks to a digital
workforce, and elevate employees to more strategic tasks,
all while leveraging your existing IT infrastructure.
Kofax TotalAgility
Automate workflows and streamline case management
processes for better compliance, decision-making, ad-hoc
activity and process visibility. Automatically understand
documents and other unstructured content, so your
processes complete faster and your human interventions
are more productive.
Kofax Capture
Optimize the way you capture, process and leverage all
types of documents and information across your
organization and from virtually any location.

information-intensive business processes, reduce manual
work and errors, minimize costs, and improve customer

Kofax Transformation

engagement.

Automatically recognize document types and accurately
extract information for use in your business processes.

The Platform is a flexible combination of automation
software that delivers a unique range of interoperable and

Kofax Mobile Capture

pre-integrated capabilities from a single supplier:

Exploit the camera on mobile devices to execute transactions
faster - scan a driver’s license to open a new account, pay a

Artificial Intelligence, to automatically recognise people and
documents, understand the content of customer
communications and documents, and access knowledge
centers for better decision-making
Robotic Process Automation, to reliably automate routine,
repetitive tasks
Cognitive Capture, to ingest & understand any document and
its information via any channel and in any format
Process Orchestration, to drive successful outcomes by
orchestrating multiple actions, people, software robots,
policies & system
Advanced Analytics, to provide visibility, process intelligence
and insight to customers, employees, robots, and business
partners

bill with one snap, make payments with a credit card photo,
deposit a check, and much more.
Kofax Insight
Kofax Process Intelligence includes full-featured Kofax
Insight, and pre-built solutions for Kofax RPA, Kofax
TotalAgility, Kofax Capture and Kofax mobile solutions - all in
a single, customizable and expandable offering.
Kofax AP Automation
Optimize productivity of invoicing and AP teams with the
embedded best practice and powerful customization
features of Kofax IP Agility and Kofax AP Agility.

Lithe Services for Kofax
Kofax RPA
Lithe implements Kofax RPA to create a digital workforce of robots that automate routine tasks and use artificial
intelligence to automatically read and understand documents.
Intelligent Automation
Lithe professional services teams combine Kofax RPA, document automation, process orchestration and analytics products
into coherent end-to-end business process automation solutions.
Center of Excellence
Build a CoE based on Lithe expertise in the portfolio of Kofax intelligent automation software products.
Support
Keep your Kofax-based operations functioning efficiently with Lithe’s portfolio of post-implementation product, application
and cloud solution support services.

Solutions
Lithe delivers prebuilt solutions for common business issues and builds custom Kofax-based solutions to
transform information-intensive business processes, reduce manual work and errors, minimize costs and improve
customer and partner engagement.
Solutions include:

Lithe Digital Documents

Custom Solutions

Transforms complex inbound document

Lithe builds custom solutions, leveraging

gathering, sorting, understanding and

Kofax technologies, for customers in financial services,

distribution into highly efficient automated

insurance, banking, BPO and other sectors. Solution

business processes, even when high volumes of

examples include: customer management, finance

paper and electronic information are involved.

automation, claims management, employee benefits,
case management and more.

About Kofax

About Lithe

Kofax enables organizations to Work Like

Lithe transforms lives through intelligent automation.

Tomorrow™—today. Kofax's Intelligent Automation

We enable our customers to reduce friction in

software platform and solutions digitally transform

document-centric workflows, increase productivity,

content-intensive workflows. Customers realize

strengthen compliance and security,

faster time-to-value and increased competitiveness,

and improve customer engagement.

growth and profitability by combining Kofax’s
cognitive capture, RPA, process orchestration,
analytics and mobile capabilities while increasing
business resiliency and mitigating compliance risk.
www.kofax.com

www.litheit.com

